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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new non-linear filter designed to track targets following a road network, taking advantage
of the road map information. The algorithm is based on a Bayesian Multiple Hypotheses modelling of movement
process, postulating and evaluating different hypotheses on the segments being followed by the target after road
junctions. Then, the along-road tracking is carried out, for each hypothesis, by a longitudinal IMM filter capable
of tracking target movements along straight roads, circular segments, and generic curvilinear segments defined
through Bezier curves. The algorithm also includes a lateral drift estimator, which tracks the lateral motion of
the target with respect to road axis, to be able to estimate target piloting error and especially to track targets in
wide roads. The paper completely describes the filter and associated measurement preprocessing procedures,
and also includes a comparative evaluation of the proposed filter with other filtering methods in the literature.

1. Introduction
Tracking of targets following a road network on a 2D surface (i.e.
ground) is a classical data-fusion application [1-3]. The use of road
geometrical information as contextual data enabling an improvement of
the tracking performance has shown its effectivity in practical cases in
the literature [4,5]. Applications of filters using this kind of constraint,
among others, are tracking of aircraft taxiing in an airport surface [6],
military surveillance of ground targets following a road network [7,8]
or indoor mobile tracking of users moving along corridors [9].
Many different methods for incorporating map constraints to target
tracking have, therefore, been explored in the literature. Among them,
we could define two distinct approaches:
1. Maintaining a full-state vector filtering, tracking at the same time
along-road and transversal to road movement.
2. Decoupling the movement tracking in two components, one associated to along-road movement, and another one related to movement transversal to road (including here the capability to distinguish the road segment where the target lies).
Regarding the first approach, some potential ways to integrate road
information in the full tracking filter would be: including heading/track
angle pseudo-measures aligned with the road [10-12]; forcing the
transition model to follow the track angle [6,13]; modifying the velocity-related state vector components to fulfil the road associated
heading constraint [14]; including non-linearities making the state

vector compatible with both the position and the heading constraints
imposed by the road [4,15-19]; or making input measurements compatible with the road network by projecting them in suitable road
segments [6]. In all those approaches, the state vector used for 2D
tracking has two positional components, two velocity components and
(quite often) two acceleration components. Depending on the application and on the filter mode they can be expressed in different coordinate frames or using the most suitable mathematical representation
(i.e. position in Cartesian coordinates, velocity in Cartesian or polar
coordinates, acceleration in inertial Cartesian or along-track plus crosstrack components, or converted to longitudinal acceleration and turn
rate, etc.). Of course, in multiple model filters making use of this approach some of the model tuned filters could have reduced state vectors, without all the actual components of the 2D movement (e.g.
constant velocity models without accelerations, stop models without
velocity and acceleration, etc.).
The second approach (decoupled longitudinal and transversal
tracking) is based on making a definition of the movement process
compatible with the road network by design. It is based on the observation that in a road network the usual target movement is not
longer an unconstrained 2D movement, but can be better understood as
a ID movement along the road, with minor transversal piloting corrections. Those corrections, made by the pilot to keep the target in its
lane or in the road define the lateral movement of the target (to be
called lateral drift in this paper) when it is moving along a road, making
the target trajectory almost parallel to the road axis. An example in the
literature of this kind of approach would be [20], were a filter somehow

similar to our proposal, based on a variable structure IMM (VS-IMM) is
described. Our map definition is more general since the one described
before was not able to model generic curves. Therefore new measurement projection processes, based on a maximum likelihood approach,
were designed. The filter uses a road map description based on three
different kinds of road segments: straight, circle arcs, and Bezier curves.
An additional problem to be analysed in both approaches is how the
proposed filters should work when the target approaches road junctions. Additional uncertainty arises from the fact the output road to be
followed by the target is not known by the filter. Therefore we may
make use of two strategies to address this problem: either disabling the
non-linearities described previously until the output road segment is
clear [6], or branching the filter into different filters adapted to each of
the alternative road segments leaving the junction [15]. The first
strategy is especially appropriate for full-state filtering approaches,
while the second is suited for decoupled longitudinal and transversal
tracking. The Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) procedure has typically used for association [21-23] but in this paper we proposed to
use a MHT inspired procedure for following the branching at junctions,
to be called Map-Based Multiple Hypothesis Filtering (MBMHF). The
description in the paper fully covers all the hypotheses formation and
evaluation processes, including new terms in the evaluation process
resulting in improved performance in junctions vicinity, and making it
different to the one described in [20].
Also, our method tracks the lateral drift, which is neglected in the
described work (and in the rest of the relevant literature).
Summarising, the proposed filter follows the decoupled longitudinal
and transversal tracking approach, implementing branching at junctions through an MBMHF approach, along-segmet tracking through
IMM filters, lateral drift-tracking through a Kalman filter, and measurement projections into generic curve road axes using a maximum
likelihood approach.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the 2D tracking
problem for targets following a road network is presented. Then,
Section 3 explains the main components of the tracking system at a high
level, and specially how they interact. After that, we follow a bottom-up
approach to detail those components. First, the coordinates transformation needed to project the sensor measures in a road segment and to
project tracks following the segments back into 2D are explained in
Section 4. Afterwards, Section 5 presents the along-segment IMM filter,
valid for a road without junctions. To continue with the description of
the algorithms Section 6 describes, based on previous explanations, the
projection processes in the road network and the MBMHF based
branching. Later, the transversal offset tracker, and the associated coordinate transformations are explained in Section 7. In Section 8, some
simulation and real data results are discussed, comparing the performance with other tracking systems. Finally, Section 9 summarises the
main conclusions of this work.
2. Map-Based tracking problem statement
In this section we will describe the main interface and functional
requirements of a multisensor tracking system following targets in 2D
making use of map of road networks constraining the tracked objects
movements. To do so, next we will first detail system inputs and outputs, and road network map modelling.
The system has 2D position measures as inputs. It is assumed that all
the available sensors provide full 2D information in Cartesian coordinates, or that those measures are transformed in the Cartesian plane
(i.e. from polar measures in the case of radar sensors). It is also assumed
in this paper that the measures are perfectly associated beforehand
target, so that we are not dealing with the association process.
Additionally, the measures from the different sensors are assumed to be
unbiased. This last assumption is not very realistic on many applications, since different sensors have different measure centroids, but bias
can be reduced to be negligible tuning bias estimation and correction
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Fig. 1. Map example with the three basic elements.

methods such as those described in [30] to the specific application.
The system provides as output the identification of the segment of
the road network where the target lies with highest probability (and the
associated probability, as assessed by the system), and its position and
velocity in Cartesian coordinates.
A key aspect of the system is the way to describe the kinematic
constraints imposed by the presence of the road network. To describe
those constraints we will start by describing the model of the network
map. Any road-network map, whether it belongs to an airport or a
highway network, or even a plan describing a set of corridors within a
building, can be parameterised with simpler elements which allow the
description of different parts of the map. In particular, in our approach,
each road segment may be represented with three bidimensional basic
elements: straight lines, circular arcs and splines [24]. These three
kinds of segments are general enough to represent any map with precision. In Fig. 1 examples of those three elements are drawn. Specifically, the segment going from point A to point B is a straight line, the
segment from point B to C is a circular arc, and the segment between B
and D is defined through a spline.There are many options for the splines
implementation. In this research we have selected the Bezier splines,
and specifically cubic Bezier splines [25], due to its simplicity.
Every segment is delimited by an origin node and a destination
node, being the algorithms to be described capable of performing
tracking in both movement directions (from origin to destination node,
or from destination to origin node). In fact, the system output is not
affected by the decision of which end of each segment is designated as
origin or destination.
Next we will describe the representation of each of the types of
segments:
1. Straight lines: They are represented by an origin and a destination,
defined in their Cartesian coordinates.
2. Circular arc: This element allows to represent simple map curves,
through the origin point, the destination point, the centre of the
curve and (implicitly) the radius.
3. Cubic Bezier Curves: They are used to define more complex map
curves interpolating a collection segment samples, being defined in
parametric form and smooth C2. Being smooth C2 implies that the
derivatives / and f exist and are continuous. A Bezier curve is
formed by different consecutive sections, one between each pair of
segment samples. In each section, sb the parametric form of the
curve is as follows:
x = axUX> + ax2AX2 + axXiJ. + axV
y = Oyi.f/1 + ay2:i/l2 + ay3:i/l + ay4:i

X e [0,1]

Q-J

where (axj:i, ayj:dj=i..A are the coefficients associated to the polynomial defining the coordinates (x, y) in the section sb while A. is the
independent parameter allowing to traverse the section st as it

changes from 0 to 1. So, for X = 0 we have the segment sample at
the beginning of the section, and X = 1 may be used to obtain the
final segment sample of the section. The coefficients have to guarantee the smooth between sections, hence they are chosen carefully,
following the procedures described in [24]. It should be noted that
in order to define a point in this kind of segments both the relevant
section and the X parameter for the relevant section need to be
identified.
In our conceptual model of the tracking problem we assume the map
model to be complete (it models all relevant real roads, and no segment
is unrelated to any real road). Also, the filter assumes the segmentbased geometric model of the road is perfect. Note that due to the
possibility to link collections of Cubic Bezier Curves, very reduced error
is attainable.
3. Map-Based tracking filter overall structure
The filter decouples the tracking in two components, one related to
along-road movement, and another one designed to track movement
transversal to road. The along-road tracking process assumes that the
target moves in parallel to the centre line of the road, focusing in
tracking the projection of target position on this centre line. Therefore it
preprocesses the measures by projecting them to this centre line. The
transversal movement (perpendicular to this centre line) is estimated by
a second part of the system, using as input the difference between the
sensor measure and the projected measure.
The 2D position of the target may be represented by three values:
1. A segment identifier (sID), unambiguously defining the segment
where the target position is being projected.
2. The distance along the segment, measured from the segment origin
node, to be called diong.
3. The signed transversal position ( d ^ ^ in the following) allows to
completely define the target position. Positive d ^ ^ means the offset
is to the right of movement direction, while negative d^ , means the
offset is to the left.
Summarising, as can be seen in Fig. 2, for two different positions,
given the three values (sml, dlongl, and d ^ J or (sID2, dlong2, and 4 „ 2 ) ,
the target position is completely defined.
The overall recursive procedure for tracking a target following a
road segment is as follows: it receives the unbiased sensor measures
(input measures), which are corrected with the estimated transversal
offset obtained from the previous measures. These 2D offset-corrected
measures would be over the road segment skeleton, if offset terms were
perfectly estimated and there were no noise. As there is residual error in
transversal offset estimator, and measures also suffer from noise, once
the measure is offset-corrected, it gets projected (using a maximum
likelihood approach) to the segment skeleton. This ID projection is
used as input measure of the IMM based longitudinal estimator, which
tracks the traversed distance in this segment, and also its ID velocity. In
parallel, the lateral drift estimation is updated through a ID Kalman
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Fig. 3. Global filter structure.

filter whose input is the distance between the input measure and the
road segment. Finally, both the updated lateral drift and the tracked
longitudinal position are combined to obtain the final target kinematic
state (position and velocity), taking into account the segment specification. This flow can be summarised in Fig. 3. Relating it with Fig. 2,
the Longitudinal Tracking Filter tracks both diong and its associated
velocity, while the Transversal Filter tracks do-^, using the target
heading obtained by the longitudinal filter. Both filters are based on
prediction models to be described in detail in Sections 5 and 7.
To complete the segment-adapted filtering description, a measurement error model must be established. The 2D measurement error is
modelled as bias free, white, and following a bivariate normal distribution with potentially non constant covariance Rk (being k the
number of measure). We also assume that the system has perfect
measurement-to-track association.
The filter, as described up to now, would be able to track targets
following an only road segment or an only road composed of several
segments. To extend it to tracking on a road network we should not
only know (dlons and d ^ ^ ) , but also sID. The problem is near junctions,
due to noisy measures and tracking, it is difficult quite often to make a
decision on which is the value of sID. Our approach to do this is to
maintain a list of the sm values in the network with an assessment of the
associated probability of each sID. To keep the problem tractable, only
the segments whose probability is above a certain threshold, PUmin, are
kept in this collection. Those segments would be the ones in the vicinity
of the last few measures, and compatible with preceding target movement. Therefore, using an Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [27]
inspired approach (the Map-Based Multiple Hypothesis Filtering or
MBMHF approach introduced in Section 1), this list is updated along
time with new segment hypotheses as the target arrives to junctions.
Their relative probabilities are updated as new evidence is obtained
based on the compatibility of measures with expected target movements, and finally the hypothesis list is pruned as the target leaves the
junction and the segment followed by the target (and therefore its sID)
becomes unambiguous. Then, a hypothesis (H(j), with index j) is
composed of four elements:
1. A segment identifier (%)(/)), specifying the segment (S(j)) where
the target is assumed to be.
2. Another segment identifier (sprevm(f)), specifying the segment (S(j))
where the target was before (the previous segment). The reason for
including this second identifier has to do with dealing with ambiguities in the vicinity of segments junctions, as will be described in
Section 6.
3. A ID IMM based segment-adapted filter (F(j)), tracking diong, its
velocity and acceleration.
4. The probability of the hypothesis (P( j)).
After the definition of what we understand as a hypothesis, the
general functional structure for the Longitudinal Tracking Filter will be
clarified through the description of the items shown in the Fig. 4. The
longitudinal filter makes use of a data base containing all the necessary
information about the road segments (segment type and parameters),

Fig. 2. Target position representation.
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal estimator diagram.

used for locating and projecting the measures. The filter, following the
MBMHF approach, keeps the list of hypotheses. After receiving a new
measure, the filter projects it in the skeleton of all the segments in the
vicinity of the segments included in collection of hypotheses. This
projection is done in the functional blocks called Projection 2D to
Longitudinal(s 7D (j)). Then, the projected measure is processed by the
segment-adapted filter (F(j)), called Longitudinal IMM(sID(J)). The
MBMHF has a key element, called in the figure Hypotheses Management, which manages all the hypotheses associated to the possible
trajectories, creating new hypotheses as the target arrives to junctions,
calculating the probability of each hypothesis, and pruning the collection of hypotheses (and the associated segment-adapted filters) as the
probability of a given hypothesis becomes lower than PHmm- To calculate the probability of each hypothesis, it makes use of the kinematic
state in all IMM filters in the hypotheses list ({H( j)}), the map and the
measure, assessing its compatibility. IMM filters outputs are then projected back to 2D using segment geometric information (block Projection Longitudinal to 2D(s7D(j)) in the figure), and then they are combined using its probabilities. Section 6 describes this process in further
detail.
Lateral drift tracking is much simpler. It should be noted this estimation is only performed when there is no ambiguity on the segment
being followed ({H(l)} is the only hypothesis in the list after pruning).
As summarised in Fig. 5, it is decomposed in three consecutive processes. The first one is projecting the 2D measure in the transversal-tosegment direction, through the functional block Projection 2D to
Transversal(s 7D (l)), where 1 is the index of the only hypothesis. This
projected measure of do-am is used as the input for a Kalman filter in
charge of estimating the piloting-induced drift. Then, the filtered d^^
estimate is projected back to 2D, using functional block Projection
Transversal to 2D(SID(1)). Additional details of the projections and the
Kalman filter are given in Section 7.

to

Kalman

Transversal

Filter
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1. Position estimation is obtained through direct summation of 2D
position estimates of both trackers.
2. Velocity estimation is directly Longitudinal tracker filtered estimate
transformed to 2D, as there is no velocity component in the lateral
tracker.
3. The output covariance (maybe needed for other outer algorithms,
such as outlier detection or association) would be the addition of the
longitudinal tracker covariance and the lateral tracker covariance
(for 2D position). The lateral tracker does not add any covariance to
velocity terms of the estimation.

4. Coordinate projection methods
In this section we are describing the different projection methods
used in all parts of our filter. It should be emphasised not only position
(and sometimes also velocity) should be projected, but also (measure or
filter-calculated) covariances matrices should be projected, as our
Bayesian filter approach needs them. It should be noted there are many
different coordinate transformations, as there are three types of segments (straight lines, circular arcs and splines) and all the different
types of projections needed: Projection from 2D to Longitudinal(s7D( j))
and Projection Longitudinal(s7D(j)) Kinetic State for longitudinal
tracking; and Projection from 2D to Transversal(s ro (j)) and Projection
Transversal to 2D(s7D(j)) for lateral drift tracking. In the next subsections we will cover all those coordinate transformations in a systematic
way.

Fig. 5. Transversal estimator diagram.
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In order to obtain the longitudinal projection from the 2D Cartesian
Coordinates, we have implemented a maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE). In our model, the measurement is modelled as:
(2)

: x, + e

where zm = [xm ymY is the 2D measure, xr = [x y]T is the 2D real position and e = [ex ey]T is the 2D sensor measurement error, assumed to
be zero-mean, Gaussian and time-uncorrelated. To obtain the MLE estimator, we constrain the possible longitudinal position of the target to
the interest segment (S(j), whose identifier is sID(f)), and therefore the
2D position results:

(9)
Then, the 2D MLE results:
XMLE •

m

(xproj ~ xo) + 3b

(10)

Finally, we have to transform the projected Cartesian coordinates
into longitudinal ones. In order to do this, the distance from the beginning of the segment, which is the projected longitudinal distance,
can be calculated with the following expression:
u-long — \xproj ~ ^ o ) V l + >

xMLE = arg max p(zjxr)
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where Rm is the sensor covariance, whose terms are:
Rm

(4)
This problem is equivalent to minimise the Mahalanobis distance
between the measure and the projection:
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Now, we have to particularise this expression to the three different
segments: straight lines, circular arcs and splines. We do so by finding a
suitable parametric definition of the segment and solving the aforementioned minimisation problem. Then, this projection has to be
transformed into a distance to feed the filters, and also the measurement covariance need to be projected to obtain the distance measurement variance. In next subsections we will do this process for the different types of segments.
Finally, another interesting parameter, common to the three kind of
segments, is the likelihood of the projection. It can be calculated as
follows:
1
exp
2n\Rm\112

(12)

For the filter, it is also needed to calculate the longitudinal covariance of the projected longitudinal measure. As it is shown in (12) the
projection from 2D measure to ID projected longitudinal distance is a
linear transformation, and therefore the exact longitudinal covariance
can be obtained. After some algebra, it results:
a

X

(ID

The previous equation can be rewritten applying (9) and collecting
terms, as:

1,

^m

4.1.2. Circular arcs
Next the projection to the circular arc
Equivalently to the projection to a straight
arc the Mahalanobis distance between the
has to be minimised (according to (5)).
ordinates in a circular arc is given by:
x = xc + Rc-cos(tp);

y = yc + Rc-sin(<p)

Jm

where (xprop ypr0j) is the 2D result of the projection (in other words, the
constrained MLE). This likelihood will be use in the calculation of the
probability of each hypothesis in the MBMHF, as it is a probabilistic
measure of the spatial compatibility between the 2D measurement and
the associated segment.

(14)

where (x^, yc) is the centre of the curve, Rc is its radius and cp is the
angle of the position with respect to X axis. Applying the previous
equation in (5) we obtain the ID minimisation problem:
xc + Rc cos 5
argmin
yc + Rc sin q

(6)

segment will be explained.
line, to project to a circular
measure and the projection
The position in polar co-
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Xc + Rc cos 5
yc + Rc sin q

(15)

First, calculating the derivative of the function to be minimised with
respect to cp, and equating to zero we obtain the following implicit
definition of cpprq/:
^cosp proj . + Bsin^ r o j . + Ccoscpprojsmcpproj + D(cos2cpproj - sin2<ppl.oj))
(16)

= 0
where:

4.1.1. Straight segments
In the case of the straight lines, the expression of the two coordinates of line can be written in term of an only parameter (x) as:
• x;

y = m-(x - x0) + y0

(7)

where (x0, y 0 ) is the initial point of the segment, and m is the slope.
Substituting (7) in (5), we have the following equivalent ID minimisation problem to find the X component of the MLE:
argmin m-(x - x 0 ) + y0 - ym

'Rfr

A = (yc - ym)Pi,2 + (xc - xm)P1:2
B = - ( ( x c - x m ) P u + (yc - ym)Pia)
C = RC(P2,2 - Pi,i)
D = RcPh2

(17)

with:
P1.1 Pi.

n-l
med

(18)

Defining the sine in function of the cosine and substituting
/3 = cos (cpproj) we obtain:

m-(x - x 0 ) + y0 - ym
(8)

Finding the minimum with respect to x, as the zero of the derivative
of this function, it can be obtained:

A/3 + B^l - IS2 + C/S^/l - P + -D(2/32 - 1) = 0
Regrouping:

(19)

A/3 + D(2/3 2 - 1) = - ^ 1 ~ / 3 2 ( B + C/3)

(20)
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= 6(axl2ax2

+ ayl2ay2
2

Raising b o t h sides of t h e e q u a t i o n t o t h e s q u a r e , a n d g r o u p i n g t e r m s
w e o b t a i n a fourth d e g r e e p o l y n o m i a l :

C

= 4(2axlax3

(21)

a

2
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~ xiym

(23)

?> = Vproj ~ <Po

w h e r e cp0 is t h e a n g l e of t h e origin n o d e of t h e curve:
xc)

(24)

It s h o u l d b e n o t e d that, d e p e n d i n g o n t h e r o t a t i o n direction, t h e
a b s o l u t e v a l u e in ( 2 3 ) will k e e p t h e a n g l e sign (counter-clockwise) o r
c h a n g e it (clockwise). Of course, a n g l e difference is p r o t e c t e d against
a n g l e definitions discontinuities. Afterwards, this a n g u l a r difference is
t r a n s l a t e d into d i s t a n c e (with sign) as:
:

R*Atp

(25)

In this case, the longitudinal covariance is obtained in the tangent of
the projected position, in the same way that the previously explained
for the straight line case, hence it is calculated with (13) and taking into
account that the slope of the tangent is given by:
-1
tan(^, roj )

(26)

4.1.3. Bezier curves
Finally, t h e projection t o a Bezier c u r v e will b e explained. It s h o u l d
b e r e m e m b e r e d this k i n d of s e g m e n t s is defined as a collection of
consecutive sections, each o n e defined using a p a r a m e t r i c form d e scribed in ( 1 ) . To o b t a i n t h e projection into this k i n d of s e g m e n t , proj e c t i o n s o n all sections a r e calculated, a n d t h e n t h e o n e w i t h m i n i m u m
M a h a l a n o b i s d i s t a n c e is selected.
To calculate t h e projection o n a given section (s;), w e u s e t h e
p a r a m e t r i c form of t h e c u r v e a c c o r d i n g t o (1) in (5), a n d therefore w e
o b t a i n t h e m i n i m i s a t i o n p r o b l e m , w h e r e t h e s e g m e n t section s u b i n d e x i
h a s b e e n d i s c a r d e d t o r e d u c e e q u a t i o n s complexity.
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It can be solved using numerical methods, such as the Newton's
method. As in each section XpTOj must be between 0 and 1, the projection
is passed through a non linearity to ensure the projection is compatible
with segment definition:

(30)
Afterwards, t h e Xpr0j p a r a m e t e r is i n t r o d u c e d in Eq. ( 1 ) for each
section of t h e Bezier curve, t o g e t t h e 2D projection in e a c h of t h e
sections defining t h e s e g m e n t (xvr0j,i, yproj,d- In o r d e r t o identify t h e
projection in t h e w h o l e s e g m e n t , t h e projection (xpr0jti, yprOjt0 w i t h
l o w e s t M a h a l a n o b i s d i s t a n c e t o t h e m e a s u r e (xm ym) is selected. This
allows t o identify b o t h t h e section st a n d t h e Xpr0j univocally defining
t h e 2D position of t h e projection in t h e w h o l e Bezier c u r v e s e g m e n t
\Xprop

yproj).

T h e next step is t o transform t h e projected Xpr0j into l o n g i t u d i n a l
c o o r d i n a t e s (along s e g m e n t distances). Using C o m p o s i t e Simpson's rule,
t h e d i s t a n c e in t h e section st w o u l d result:

?,iv^proj7 '

cm<

dX
(31)

This approach demands resolving a numerical integration for each
measure projection, due to the lack of a simple expression that relates
distance with X, resulting in high computational load. To reduce this
load our proposal is sampling Eq. (31) offline, and approximating it
with a polynomial. We use a polynomial curve fitting of degree 4, which
our tests have shown be capable of providing a good enough fit of the
aforementioned equation. So we have:
dlong,i\Xpn)jJ

^ Pl,i^proj

+ P2,i^proj

+ P3> l/^pwj + P4li^proj

+ Ps^i

(32)

As t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l d i s t a n c e is zero w h e n X is zero, t h e coefficient p 5
i h a s t o b e zero. T h e full d i s t a n c e from t h e b e g i n n i n g of t h e Bezier c u r v e
c a n b e o b t a i n e d a d d i n g t h e length of t h e previous sections ( u p t o a total
of i — 1). As t h e s e sections w h o l e length c a n b e calculated from their
r e s p e c t i v e d i s t a n c e i n t e r p o l a t i o n function (Eq. (32)), for X = 1, t h e
c o m p l e t e d i s t a n c e c a n b e calculated as:
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x
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U-long,k\i) "•" &long,i\Aproj)

(33)

n

(27)

T h e l o n g i t u d i n a l c o v a r i a n c e of t h e projection is o b t a i n e d in t h e
t a n g e n t of t h e projected position, in a similar w a y t h a t t h e previously
e x p l a i n e d for t h e straight line case, h e n c e it is c a l c u l a t e d a g a i n using
(13), k n o w i n g t h a t t h e slope of t h e p o i n t is given by:

Calculating t h e d e r i v a t i v e a n d e q u a t i n g t o zero t h e function t o b e
dy_

m i n i m i z e d , a quintic function in X, is o b t a i n e d .

dx
^ J r o j + BJ-proj + d j r o j + DX2roj
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+
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n

aylX3 + ay2X2 + ay3X + ay4 - ym

with:

- ax2ym
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A [ ciyifc + ay2X2 + ay3X + ay4 - ym
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+ 6(2ayl

+ ax32)ax2

- ax3xm)ax2

+ a^a^cr^

2

a

+ x2 yl

- 2ax2xm

-

a

+ ax2ayl

(29)
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ayl2ay2)
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(22)

Resolving ( 2 1 ) a n d a p p l y i n g cp • = arccos(/3), eight different possible solutions c a n b e found. T h e solution is c h o s e n b y discarding t h e
solutions n o t in t h e r a n g e of cp in t h e circular a r c s e g m e n t , a n d also b y
calculating t h e M a h a l a n o b i s d i s t a n c e for e a c h solution (after c o n v e r t i n g
t h e solution t o Cartesian in 2D, calculating (xprop yprc,j) from cpprq, using
Eq. (14)), a n d selecting t h e m i n i m u m o n e . To t r a n s l a t e t h e projected
position a n g l e into l o n g i t u d i n a l , first t h e a n g l e difference Acp w i t h t h e
start of t h e circular s e g m e n t is calculated as:

cp0 = atan2(y 0 -yc,x0-

= 2(ax3ax4

+ »(axlayl
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F
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- axlxm
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2axlaylaxy)
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+ EXpmJ + F = 0
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dy dx
(34)

F r o m (1), t a k i n g derivatives, a n d using t h e p a r a m e t e r s of t h e section
w h e r e t h e projection lies, w e h a v e :

dx
dX
dX

1. How to obtain XY coordinates from dLong
2. How to obtain the heading from diong, v^ and curve parameters.

3axUX2 + 2ax2:iX + axU
•• 3ayhiX2 + 2ayVX + ayV

(35)

To calculate the slope in the projection position we substitute
X = Xproj in previous equations, resulting:
_ 3a.y1:iXproj + 2ay2:iXpmj + ay3i
ia

xi,i^pWj + 2ax2,i^-proj + ax3ii

(36)

This will be detailed in next subsections for each type of segment.
4.2.1. Straight segments
In the case of the straight lines the calculation of X and Y coordinates can be directly made by inverting (11), resulting in the following expressions:
U-long

-•Xo +
4.2. Projection from hngitudinal(sID(m))

Vi +

to kinetic state

The different along segment tracking filters estimate target position
and velocity in terms of the along-segment tracking estimation vector.
This 2D vector contains the distance along the segment (d Ion A and its
associated time derivative; the longitudinal velocity (v,j = °ng). The
along-segment tracking estimation vector (d ) then results:
d = [diong vd]T

(37)

From this data, the process to obtain the full kinetic state ( 0 ) of a
target (i.e. predicted or filtered estimates) will be described next. This
process depends on the type of segment, although the output kinematic
state of the process always contains the same components: X and Y
Cartesian position, groundspeed vgs and target heading (0, defined as
angle with Y axis, in clockwise direction):
@ = [x y vgs

m-dilong
y = y0 +

= arctan(m -1 ) + n-u{—v&-m)

(39)

Regarding target heading 0, the method to actually derive it is
slightly different for each kind of segment, and will de described in next
subsections.
To assess filter output variance it is also important to calculate 0
estimation covariance for each along-segment tracking filter. This
covariance can be related to the 2x2 covariance matrix of the error of
the along segment tracking estimation vector d , which has the following form:
^long

^long-vel

^long—vel

(40)

®vel

The projection from longitudinal to kinematic state can be approximated by a linear transformation, and therefore the approximate
covariance of 0 (Ps) can be obtained. After some algebra, it results:
long

long

4.2.2. Circular arc
In the case of the circular arc, the measure transformation from
longitudinal to Cartesian coordinates is made with the following procedure:

m,„
'local""- 1
moa,wlng
m

local

m

local°long

+ 1

^long—vel

m

local+1

0

tniocal^long—vel

hlocal+1

m

localalong—vel

Jm.local' - 1

4mlcal+1

0

0

0

(41)

where mlocal is the slope of the curve and o6 is a default value for the
track angle covariance. It should be noted niiocai is related with target
heading 0 as follows:
1
miocal

tan£

U-long

Rc

(46)

where Acp^s is the signed value of the rotation angle difference on the
curve. To calculate x and y we have:
x = xc + Rc-cos(q>0 + Aq>abs)
y = yc + Rc-sm(p0 + ApaJ

(47)
(48)

The heading can be calculated with the following expression:
6 = -Qp0 + Acpahs) + 7fu{-vd)

(49)

where u(x) is again the Heaviside step function and the term v,j is used
to check if the rotation is counter-clockwise rotation or clockwise and
changes the heading accordingly.
4.2.3. Bezier curve
In the Bezier curve case, the measure transformation from dlong to
Cartesian Coordinates is made obtaining A. from dIong and then substituting the resulting A. in (1). The first process has to be done in several
steps:
1. Identify the relevant Bezier curve section st. This is done by successively comparing dIong with the accumulated length of curve
sections, and finding the first section whose accumulated length is
larger than dIong. From the description of (33), and remembering the
definition of d[ ons ^(X) in (32), the accumulated length of ith curve
section (Sj) is:

a

long—vel

(45)

where u(x) is the Heaviside step function. The reason v^ is negative
means the movement goes in descending X direction, and therefore a JT
constant need to be added to the arctangent. It is clear that, in this case,
combining Eqs. (45) and (42) the slope mtoca[ remains constant and
equal to m.

A%

\vd\

(44)

Vi + .

The heading can be obtained as follows:

(38)

parametric definition of the segments, and therefore it is dependent on
the type of segment. Meanwhile, it is clear v,j modulus is directly vgs:

(43)

J

(42)

Again, to fully specify the transformation of both states and covariances, the following procedures need to be defined:

-(0 = Yi

d

longAl)

(50)

2. Obtain the remaining distance dion&i{X.) within this section from
diong, subtracting the accumulated length of the previous curve
section (Sj):
dfong.iW = dilong

, 0 - i)

(51)

3. Solve the implicit 4th degree equation relating the previously calculated d[onSiC\.) and the needed A.:
Pi.i^ + Pi.ft + Pi>

a2

+ Pi,ix + Ps.i ~ diong.iW = 0

1

Rdrift '•
m

hcal

®tram
+ 1

®tram

(59)

(52)
5. Along-segment IMM filter description

Finally, the resulting X is used in Eq. (1) to obtain X and Y coordinates.
The heading is obtained using the local slope of the point (see
Eq. (35)), resulting:

After describing the coordinate projections, we will focus in the
longitudinal (along-segment) filter design. The longitudinal movement
along a given segment is modelled using the following simplified state
vector:

6 = atan2(3a x i ! jl 2 + 2ax2:t/l + ax3j, 3ayi:t/l2 + 2ay2:i/l + ay3,i) + n-u{—vj)

Xlong

(53)
where u(x) is again the Heaviside step function, used to change heading
for movements with decreasing distance (negative vd).
4.3. Projection from 2D to

transversal(sm(m))

In order to estimate the lateral drift, the sensor measure has to be
transformed also to a measure of the distance between the segment sID
and the target ( d ^ ^ ) . Again, this calculation is different for different
types of segments. Also, for the later filter processing it is important to
calculate the associated error covariance (to be called a f f m ! }.
To calculate the distance to the segment we approximate it by the
distance from the point to the line tangent to the projection calculated
in Section 4.1. The distance sign is positive to the right of target
movement direction and is negative to the left. Using the equation of
distance between point and segment, and the target heading described
in Section 4.2, it results:
dtram(m) = cos0-(xm - xpmJ) - sin6-(ym - y

.)

(54)

It should be noted that this projection uses the target heading 0, and
therefore it is made after longitudinal filtering. The index (m) in
d-trarJjri) is used to refer to the measured lateral drift.
With the Eq. (42) that relates 0 with mlocal and assuming the impact
of the error in the calculation of miocai, xprq/- and y prq/ from xm and ym in
the error of d^^im) is negligible (which is true for straight segments,
and also for curves with not too small local radius), we can derive the
transversal covariance as:

f
a m

l local

cos 9 •

f

(55)

+ <7y ~ 2 % m i o m l

Wocal + 1

(56)

4.4. Projection from transversal(sID(m)) to 2D offset
To convert lateral drift tracking results into 2D, in order to add the
results with those of longitudinal tracking, as depicted in Fig. 3, the
lateral drift do-am must be projected to Cartesian coordinates, using the
same sign convention in Section 4.3. The calculation is based on calculating the vector in the direction orthogonal to the heading. This
heading is calculated following the methods described in Section 4.2,
calculated differently for each type of segment. From this result, the
Cartesian 2D offset vector, defined as [Ax, Ay]T, can be calculated as:
Ax = dtmm(f )cos 6

(57)

Ay = -dtmm(f

(58)

)sin 6

Here, The index (/) in dg-ayJJ) is used to refer to the filtered lateral
drift. Again, in order to estimate the overall filter output covariance it is
necessary to define a covariance term (R,Mft) associated to the Cartesian
2D offset vector. From Eqs. (55), (57) and (58), and assuming lateral
drift estimator has an standard deviation equal to » „ „ , we get:

\®long' "long* "-long)

(60)

where diong is the signed distance measured from the segment origin
node (calculated as described in previous section), vlons is the signed
longitudinal velocity at which the target moves away from the origin
node, and a tong is the signed acceleration of the target in this direction.
To track the movement along each segment (associated to an hypothesis
within the MBMHF) is estimated by a longitudinal IMM filter [7] . The
designed IMM filter uses two Kalman filters defined by two dynamic
motion models. The first one is in charge of segments without longitudinal accelerations, so it models a constant velocity movement with
the following state variables:
(61)

\\*-long> ''long)

The second mode assumes constant longitudinal acceleration, and
therefore has the following state variables:
Xz — \&long> Vlongi Q-long)

(62)

This second filter also has higher process noise in order to be able to
follow not fully modelled manoeuvres, using plant noise model as the
indicated by the following equation:
0 0
0 0
0 0

\
(63)

where o^ is the comfort standard deviation. This plant noise is derived
from Singer model assuming that the target suffer small random perturbations [28]. The parameters used to model the transition probabilities are those proposed in for a two mode structure [26].
The measurements feeding the IMM filter are those obtained, after
lateral-drift removal, using the projection processes described in
Section 4.1. In that section also the measurement covariances derivation was described.
The filter tracks three states, but a 2D vector only containing distance and velocity is provided as output and finally transformed to
kinetic state coordinates according to the procedures in Section 4.2.
Also, the filter covariance is of size 3x3, but only the 2x2 submatrix
related to distance and velocity estimates is provided as output and
further processed.
An important parameter to be estimated for the MBMHF is the IMM
filter likelihood. This likelihood is a measure of the compatibility of
longitudinal projected measures with the prior IMM state. In this paper
is proposed to use the likelihood of the constant speed filter as the IMM
likelihood. It can be calculated as follows:
1
( I
re-1
"l
-T-—exp
res'-S -res
27t\Sf112
•\S\
\ 2
)
where res is the measurement residual and S is its covariance.

(64)

6. Map-Based multiple hypothesis filtering
Once the road map representation, the measure projection process
and the along-segment tracker have been described, the longitudinal
tracking (the MBMHF) is going to be defined. In a general way the
tracking system starts associating the sensor measure with the close
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segments (process to be outlined in Section 6.1), and managing the
associated tracking hypothesis (as will be described in Section 6.2). This
is followed by projecting the (lateral drift-corrected) measure to each of
these segments using the methods described in Section 4.1. Later, a
longitudinal IMM estimator (described in Section 5) is used to smooth
the longitudinal distance measurement. Afterwards, each of the potential hypothesis probabilities are calculated (following the method to
be described in Section 6.3). Finally, each hypothesis is unprojected
into Cartesian coordinates (as outlined in Section 4.2) and they are
combined using the hypotheses probabilities, as will be described in
Section 6.4. Also, very low probability hypotheses get pruned. The
whole process is summarised in Fig. 6.
6.1. Search for close segments

As previously explained, the measures need to be projected to the
nearby segments. When the first measure is received the distance to all
the segments of the airport is calculated and only if the distance is
below a certain threshold the segment is included in the list of potential
target localizations. This procedure can be alleviated using a spatial cell
ordering of the segments. For later measures, the close segments list is
obtained from the close-segments list of the previous measure associated to this track. They will either be the same segments or segments
adjacent to the ones in the previous localization process. Again, all
segments in the list of close segments need to be at a distance from the
measure lower than a predefined threshold (thioc), higher than the expected measurement error but not too high to keep computational load
low.

sprevID(l) equal to that segment, the F(l) filter initialised with an only
measure (assuming velocity and acceleration to be zero, but with extremely high associated variances), and hypothesis probability P(l)
equals to 1. This simplified initialisation is enough for many applications where targets enter a road network area by a set of well-separated
defined roads. Of course, alternative initialisations could be easily implemented.
With the following projected measures, there are different options:
1. A localization (close-segment derived in 6.1, and included in the
close-segments list) matches with an existing hypothesis sm(f)
parameter. In this case, the localization is simply associated with the
hypothesis, which will be updated with this measurement. So in this
case, sID(f), sprevID(f), F(f), and P{j) remain unmodified.
2. The localization matches with the previous segment of an existing
hypothesis. It is important to take into account this case in order to
prevent situations as the one shown in Fig. 7. In that example,
measures 1, 2 and 3 are time ordered, and the target moves quite
slowly through segment 1. Because of the sensor noise measure 2 is
associated with segment 2 when the target is still moving in the
previous segment. Measure 3 projections returns to segment 1 but
the hypothesis associated to the segment 1 has already evolved to
segment 2. In this case the localization is associated with the hypothesis, but after the projection to sprevm(f) the resulting diong need
to be modified adding/subtracting the length of the implicated
segments, making its distance measured from the current hypothesis
segment sID(f) (segment 2 in the example). In this case, sID(f),
sprevID(f), F(f), and P{j) also remain unmodified.
3. The localization does not match with any created hypothesis sm(f)
parameter but it is a valid transition from one of them (there is a
junction between a previous hypothesis sID(f) segment and the localization one). In this case a new hypothesis is created with the
following parameters: sID(f) will be the localization close-segment;
sprevID(f) will be the previous hypothesis sID(f) value; F(f) state
values are modified to the new segment (dlons gets added/substracted the length of the implicated segments, and the velocity and
accelerations may change the sign depending on the orientations of
both segments); and P(f) is maintained.
4. Finally, in case that the localization does not match with any of the
previously explained cases, the measure is discarded assuming that
it is a sensor outlier.

6.2. Tracking hypotheses management
The previous logic is summarised in Fig. 8.
The multiple hypotheses management process within the MBMHF is
in charge of associating close segments list with previous hypotheses.
New hypotheses will be created in ambiguity situations as for example
intersections. Each hypothesis (with index f) assumes the target moves
in a specific segment so it is formed, as previously described, by: 1) the
current segment identifier (sm(f)); 2) the previous segment identifier
(sprevID(j)); 3) the ID IMM based segment-adapted filter (F(j)); and 4)
the probability of the hypothesis (P(f)).
The MBMHF is initialised at a moment where the localization is
unambiguous (close-segment list has only one element), so it is assumed
that the target is known to be in an specific segment. This way, it is
created the hypothesis associated to that location, with both sID(l) and

6.3. Tracking hypotheses probability calculation
Once the phase of associate locations with hypotheses finishes, the
system makes projections to all hypothesis segments, the IMM filters are
updated with the new projected measures, and the longitudinal state
gets unprojected into kinetic state vector coordinates as described in
4.2. After this, the probability of each hypothesis is calculated. This
probability is obtained taking into account the following parameters:
the hypothesis probability according to prior information (P(j)) value,
the projection likelihood (as described in Section 4.1) and the IMM

Projection

Discard
localization
Fig. 8. Flow diagram of the hypotheses update.

likelihood (described in Section 5). The higher the projection likelihood
the most compatible the 2D measure is with the segment, and the
higher the IMM likelihood the most consistent the segment filter is with
the projected longitudinal measures. Hence, neglecting dependency
between those to probabilistic measure, the following expression (obtained from the Bayes' theorem assuming likelihood and prior probabilities independence) is used to update the probabilities:
P(j)-

^P(sHP

0)

(J)
0)

(65)

where P(j) is the probability (posterior at the left of the equation, prior
at the right), Xprq/(j) is the projection likelihood (see Eq. (6)), A.JMM(j) is
the filter likelihood (see Eq. (64)). All these terms are calculated for the
same hypothesis with index j the hypothesis index. Additionally, M is
the number of updated hypotheses. Obviously, the calculation includes
a probability normalisation, so that all hypothesis probabilities sum
one.
Before calculating the probabilities according to (65), very unlikely
projections are discarded using the following procedure: the calculated
likelihood of each projection ( ^ ^ ( j ) ) is compared to a threshold
(calculated using chi-square tables for two degrees of freedom, Jip, J
in order to discard the not likely ones. If this is the case, the hypothesis
would be in the same case as if it had no close-segment associated for
the current measurement. Additionally, the associated IMM filter (F(j))
would need to go back to the estimates available before the current
measure was processed.
If any hypothesis has not been updated with the last measure but it
has not been pruned, the projection likelihood is the same as the projection threshold and the filter likelihood is the minimum of the updated hypothesis divided by a constant (-Njaemjss).
6.4. Tracking hypotheses combination and prunning
After each hypothesis has its probability calculated and the

coordinates transformed, the MBMHF combines the unprojected kinetic
state vectors for each hypothesis to obtain the final output with a
probability-weighed average. If any hypothesis has not been updated
with the last measure, its estimation is predicted to the current time
assuming constant velocity.
Before this combination, an optional heading protection can be
applied for low velocities. As the hypothesis are formed by the current
segment location (s7D( j)) and the previous one (sprevID(j)), the heading
can be obtained by the transition sense between them. This protection
allows to estimate correctly the heading avoiding jumps of JT radians
when the target is stopped. It is important to remark that this should be
only used in scenarios where the targets are not expected to perform a
sharp change of direction without the use of multiple segments, e.g.
airports.
Finally, the output kinetic state estimate of the MBMHF would result:

£ p (0-o(0
(66)
where 0 (0 is the estimated kinetic state of the hypothesis with index i,
calculated as described in Section 4.2. It should be noted the fourth
component of the state is an angle in radians, and therefore this average
must be protected against angle discontinuities.
The associated output covariance (PMBMHF) is obtained with the
following expression of the covariance of the probabilistic mix of
random vectors:

5>©-
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(67)

where Pe (0 is the estimated covariance of the hypothesis i, calculated
according to the procedures described in 4.2.
Finally, those hypotheses that have not been updated for the last
few measures get removed from the hypothesis list (T m a x ).

Table 1
Sensor characteristics.
Description
5m
0.2°
Is
[-100,100] m

°p
Oe

Ts
Position

Range standard deviation
Azimuth standard deviation
Update rate
Cartesian coordinates

MBMHF localization performance is not deteriorated. Once the longitudinal map-constrained position of target has been estimated by the
MBMHF, the 3D drift (Ax, Ay) is added again so the position estimation
(first two elements of the MBMHF state vector SMBMHF, calculated as
described in Eq. (66)) does not get biased in relation to the real target
position. Fig. 10 outlines the described process.
8. Simulation and experimental results

Fig. 9. Lateral drift estimation.

7. Lateral drift tracker
As described previously, the system also tracks the transversal
movement (lateral drift) following the distance between the target and
the centre of the road: as can be seen in Fig. 9, the humane-piloted (or
automatic-piloted) target will, in general, not perfectly follow the road
axis.
In this figure the 2D position of the target (x, y) and the 2D measurement vector (xm ym) are depicted. Also, the actual target lateral
drift (do-^j) is depicted, and also the drift measurement (d^^fm)). To
obtain the filtered drift estimation idmms(f)') it is assumed drift dynamic
behaviour can be modelled as a slowly changing signal. In our implementation this is done through a one dimensional vector state
Kalman filter, with an exponential time-correlation, although higher
order movement models could be implemented with almost no changes
in the rest of the complete filtering architecture. So, this filter state
vector is:
(68)

' \®trans)

This model can be expressed as follows, where [fc] is the time index.
dtmm [k] = p-dtmm [k - 1] + w [k]

(69)

In this model, p is a constant related to the decorrelation time of the
process and measurement time and w[fc] is a stochastic discrete white
process with normal distribution of zero mean and variance equals to
°ita(t(l — P2)- This model assumes that in stationary state d ^ ^ has a
normal distribution of zero mean and variance equals to ojnff This estimation is obtained with a Kalman Filter with only one state, following
this prediction model and assuming measurement error (v[fc]) have zero
mean and variance equal to ojrans, as calculated according to Eq. (56).
The measurement model then results:
s[k]

.WW

+ v[k]

(70)

The lateral drift is only calculated in time intervals where the segment being followed by the target is not ambiguous (MBMHF has only
one hypothesis), although it is corrected at all times bot at MBMHF
input (to reduce the impact of lateral drift on hypothesis formation and
management), and after MHMBF, as the drift is part of the actual state
of the target. So, once the offset is calculated, the sensor measures are
corrected with it (dg-ayjf) is translated to (Ax, Ay) and this vector is
subtracted from (xm ym) before localization and projection) so the
Projection to
(xm,y^

*

Transversal
(4.3)
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In order to show the performance of our filter and compare it with
competing systems in the literature we will analyse two scenarios of an
aircraft moving along the airport surface, one with real data and other
with simulated data. It is important to remind that our filter assumes
that the measures from different targets are already associated and bias
free.
Also, to complete the results section, we have analysed the performance of our filter and that of competing systems in terms of computational load.
8.1. Simulation results
The simulated data is obtained emulating a Surface Movement
Radar SMR whose characteristic are shown in the Table 1.
The trajectory represents a target moving by the airport surface,
using a flat earth model and 2D simulation, enough for our analysis. At
the beginning, the target is stopped at [100,300] and it starts to accelerate to a speed of 7.5 m/s. Then, it moves at constant velocity until
it decelerates and keep stopped during 25 s. After that, the target performs another acceleration to 15 m/s. At the end, the target stops again.
Table 2 and Fig. 11 summarise this trajectory as a set of longitudinal
acceleration segments and through the ideal path on the road segments.
Table 3 shows the constants used in our system. Each constant has
the corresponding section in which it has been explained.
Fig. 12 shows some results regarding to the localization and projection of a set of measurements of a target following part of the described trajectory. In this case, only the longitudinal projection is depicted, the target has no lateral drift, and the lateral drift tracker is
disabled (d^^ff) is set to zero). It should be noted the along-segment
projection is not normal, it is affected by the measurement covariance
matrix, and therefore is different for each segment in the map and
position.
Next, Fig. 13 shows a projection to multiple segments. The target is
moving and it arrives to an intersection with three options. The system
projects the measures to the three roads until two of the segments are
too far from the measures. After a little time, the associated hypotheses
would be pruned. Again, in this case, the target has no lateral drift, and
the lateral drift tracker is disabled.
Next some one-run results concerning the longitudinal tracking are
presented. Fig. 14 shows the result of the complete longitudinal
tracking system in an intersection point. The target, coming from the
right of the figure, is turning to its left and with the first measures the
Fig. 10. Lateral drift correction.
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Table 3
MBMHF Constants values.
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Kalman Comfort Deviation
Segment Search Threshold
Mahalanobis Projection Threshold
Projection Like Miss
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Update
Time Correlation Lateral Drift
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-170

Section

probability of going straight and turning are similar so the MHT combines both resulting in an intermediate target position, which is out of
the road centrelines. With the following measures the probability of
turning to the left rapidly grows, and finally the estimated target position changes to the associated curve, as the other hypotheses get
pruned. Once again the target has no lateral drift, and the lateral drift
tracker is disabled.
Figs. 15 and 16 show one-run results, including lateral drift with a
constant value of 3 m and enabling the lateral drift tracker: the target is
not following the centre of the road. Hence the lateral drift is estimated
and corrected. Specifically, Fig. 15 shows the convergence in the estimation of lateral drift idmms(f)'), and the associated 95% error band
along the central estimate, according the lateral drift Kalman filter estimator.
Fig. 16 shows the results of the whole tracking filter (MBMHF plus
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lateral drift tracking) in 2D, for a part of the trajectory with intersections and associated hypothesis. Here it is clear how the lateral drift is
back in the output estimate and the system is robust against this drift
for the localization/longitudinal tracking processes.
In order to mathematically evaluate the performance of the system
we will use a Montecarlo simulation, and calculate the 95th percentile
for each of the three following magnitudes:
1. Horizontal position error (euclidean distance between simulated
and predicted 2D positions).
2. Absolute value of speed error.
3. Absolute value of heading error.
In order to be able to accurately estimate a safe upper bound for this
percentile, with an associated confidence value of 95%, using order
statistics methods [29], and a Gaussian approximation of binomial
distribution, we can order the samples of the interesting magnitude in
increasing order (from 1 to N) and calculate the index of the limit
sample as:
N-0.95 + 1.645-VN-0.95-0.05

(71)

and then select the ordered sample at the position given by the ceiling
integer of i. Our tracking system was analysed by a Montecarlo simulation with 500 iterations, resulting in an i value of 483. The following
figures show the 95th percentile error of the distance, groundspeed and
heading errors, comparing it with the using the sensor plots without
filter and with our system without transversal tracking. The groundspeed and the heading of the plots are obtained by performing the
difference of each 2D Cartesian measure with the previous one, dividing
by the measurement period, and translating this velocity estimate to
polar coordinates.
In this scenario there are four error peaks. The first one (around
second 4) is caused by the first acceleration. Second one (between
seconds 77-94) occurs when the target decelerates until it's stopped.
The third one (between seconds 115-142) appears when the target
restart the movement. The last one (between seconds 155-170) is
caused in the intersection with three options. First the results of our
system compared only to the plots are presented due to clarity. The
following figures show the position error, the groundspeed error and
the heading error respectively (Figs. 17-19).
In order to demonstrate the quality of our tracker we compared it
with several trackers in the literature, both making use of map or not.
The techniques taken as reference for comparison are: a standard IMM
tracker without map information (two constant velocity models with
different plant noise) [7]; an efficient particle filter constrained to roads
proposed in [5]; a longitudinal Kalman filter that incorporates road
map information, proposed in [15]; and a IMM tracker (a circular
model and an accelerated model) that utilises the map information to
localise and filter, proposed in [6]. The following figures compare the
results of our system with the previously cited systems. Figs. 20-22
show the 95th percentile error of the distance, groundspeed and
heading respectively.
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8.2. Real data results
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Fig. 21. Groundspeed error for the different trackers.

It can be concluded that both in stationary and longitudinal manoeuvres our system has better performance. It should be pointed that
the heading error in the MBMHF is insignificant due to the use of the
road information and even when the target stops due to the heading
protection explained in Section 6.4. Another interesting conclusion is
that in curves our system shows much lower error peaks, even near
intersections. The IMM with map information [6] quickly degenerates
in the intersections due to lack of projection in areas with multiple
roads. The IMM without map [7] information presents similar performance when the target moves with constant velocity but degenerates
when the target turns. The particle filter [5] reduces the manoeuvre
peak of the two previous trackers but is less accurate than the proposed
MBMHF.

In order to demonstrate the performance of our system with real
data, even in a multisensor deployment, a scenario from the Barcelona
El Prat Airport (IATA: BCN, OACI: LEBL) is also analysed. The filtered
data come from an aircraft performing a taxi movement. The sensors
available are a SMR and Multilateration (MLAT) system. The SMR noise
covariance used in the filter is built from the standard deviations shown
in Table 1 while the MLAT is asssumed to a have noise covariance diagonal matrix compatible with a standard deviation value of 5 m for X
and Y coordinates. The airport map, the SMR position and the trajectory
are shown in Fig. 23. Also, the rest of filter parameters are those in
Table 3.
This application needs to track multiple targets, and the measures
from the SMR and MLAT are biased, as these sensors have different
measure centroids (aircraft center for SMR, transponder antenna position for MLAT, usually near the front of the aircraft). Therefore, before
filtering the measures are coordinate-transformed (using stereographic
projection, of wide use in Air Traffic Control), associated (using classical distance from measures to track gating and Nearest Neighbour
assignation, sufficient in this application due to the reduced ratio between measurement noise and distance among targets), and then corrected using a local bias estimator, based on the methods described in
[30] to ensure they are almost bias-free. All filters shared the same bias
estimation and correction process, to make the comparison fair.
To check the performance of the system we compare the results

Table 5
Groundspeed absolute difference.

MHF
VI with map [6]
gitudinal KF with map [15]
VI without map [7]
t i d e filter [5]

Fig. 24. Residual of the position.

Table 4
Absolute residual of the position.
Filter

Average residual
[m]

95th Percentile residual
[m]

MBMHF
IMM with map [6]
Longitudinal KF with map
[15]
IMM without map [7]
Particle filter [5]

4.89
10.38
5.72

11.21
36.34
12.11

4.92
6.49

10.93
11.08

from the different filters. The problem now is we do not have the ideal
trajectory, so we use some indirect measures of the performance.
Specifically, we use the following performance measures:
1. To assess position accuracy we measure the residual between the
measures and the predicted position. This residual, ideally, has two
components, one related to measurement noise (equal for all filters),
and another one related to predicted filter error. So, in general,
smaller residual means better predicted filter error and therefore a
better filter with respect to position.
2. To assess groundspeed accuracy we measure the difference between
successive filtered groundspeed values. In the actual trajectory, the
groundspeed changes smoothly as the aircraft moves, but any filter
will produce a somehow noisy groundspeed and may also have
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95th Percent GS diff. [m/
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0.132
0.503
0.454
0.134
0.298

0.404
2.359
1.963
0.375
0.772

rebounds near acceleration manoeuvres. So, a reduced difference
between filtered groundspeed values, in general, means better filter
with respect to velocity.
3. To assess heading accuracy the different between the filtered
heading and the ideal heading of the segment being followed by the
target is calculated. The segment can be trivially obtained offline
after aircraft operation. For turning (or spline) segments the
methods to obtain the ideal heading are described in Section 4.

300
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Time (s)

12
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Fig. 24 shows the absolute value of the residual of the position along
time, where it can be seen that our filter has reduced error peaks than
most competing algorithms and one of the smallest average values.
Table 4 shows the average value of this magnitude and its 95th percentile along the trajectory. In those results the quality of the MBMHF
and that of most of the competing filters are similar, but it is much
better than the IMM with Map, and slightly better than the Longitudinal
KF with Map.
Fig. 25 shows the estimated groundspeed for each of the filters, and
the absolute difference between two consecutive groundspeed updates.
It can be seen that the MBMHF and the IMM without Map have a good
and stable performance while the other filters present problems in the
intersections, making the groundspeed oscillate. Then, Table 5 shows
the average value of the absolute difference between groundspeed updates and its 95th percentile along the trajectory. In those results the
quality of the MBMHF and the IMM without Map show to be clearly
better than those of the rest of the filters.
Finally, the results showing the quality of the heading estimation
are depicted and analysed. In Fig. 26, the absolute heading error is
depicted for all competing filters. It can be observed that the error in
our system is much lower than that of all the competing filters. This is
clearly seen in the Table 6, summarising along-trajectory average value
of the absolute heading error and its 95th percentile.
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segments that have to be calculated. In any case, it is clear our filter is
suitable for real time tracking of large amounts of targets.
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9. Conclusions
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This work presents a system able to track the longitudinal and
transversal position of a target using road map information with high
accuracy. The results show the benefits of these techniques over other
proposals in the literature for ground tracking. Several key ideas are the
main responsible of this benefits over other approaches:
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Fig. 2 6 . Heading tracking error.

Table 6
Absolute heading error.
Filter

MBMHF
IMM with Map [6]
Longitudinal KF with Map
[15]
IMM without Map [7]
Particle Filter [5]

Aver. Abs Heading
Err. [°]

95th Abs. Heading Err.

0.65
18.45
6.96

4.46
167.47
42.49

3.60
4.20

12.70
13.59

n

Table 7
Computational load (number of track updates per second).
Filter

Track update rate
(Hz)

Min. Track update rate
(Hz)

MBMHF
IMM with Map [6]
Longitudinal KF with Map [15]
IMM without Map [7]
Particle Filter [5]

392
7
950
1200
16

80
6
293
290
7

8.3. Computational load results
Some results analysing the adequacy of our filter for real-time applications are shown in (Table 7). All the competing filters have been
coded in a MATLAB, using a mono-thread approach, and have being
executed in a computer with the an Intel i5-2500K processor (release
date 2011) and 8GB-DDR3 of RAM memory. The scenario being executed is that of the real data.
We have analysed the amount of time needed to process each track
update, and calculated the number of measures (plots/track updates)
that the different filters could process per second. This, assuming a
sensor update period of 1 s is equivalent to the number of tracks that
can be updated in real time, even in this low-end computer and with not
too optimised code. Also, we calculated the worst-case minimum
number of measures (plots/track updates) that the different filters could
process per second by doing the inverse of the time needed to process
the worst-case plot in the trajectory.
It can be observed that our filter, coded in not the most efficient
programming language and executed in an average computer, has a
reduced computational load, only higher to that of the Longitudinal KF
with Map and the IMM without Map approaches. The low performance
of the particle filter is due to the amount of particles and the lack of
parallel programming, while the low performance of the IMM with map
is due to the amount of intersections between noise ellipses and

1. The quality of the map adaptation has been improved from other
approaches using only straight lines or circular arcs, by adding the
use of Bezier splines to the typical segments: straight lines and arcs
of circumference. This allows to represent the road map with more
freedom and precision.
2. A better performance of the longitudinal tracking has been achieved
by using projected measures to the road centre and a multiple hypotheses approach capable of tracking all the possible longitudinal
trajectories in the intersections. The associated Bayesian hypothesis
combination approach, with the quasi-orthogonal projection and
longitudinal likelihood terms are quite robust and enable safe
tracking of targets.
3. Optimal projection methods have been developed for all types of
segments for longitudinal and lateral drift tracking, specially adequate for the cases with time-varying or space-varying measurement
covariances and of non-diagonal covariance matrices.
4. The transversal drift of the target is also tracked correcting the bias
between the centre of the road and the real target position.
An obvious limitation of the system is that the described approach is
only valid when neither the measurement noise nor the target movement make measurements jump from a given segment area to the surroundings of another segment not connected with the previous one. As
the hypothesis formation procedure just looks in connected segments,
the filter would fail if this kind of jump is present. This results in limitations linking the maximum speed of the target, the measurement
noise variances and the minimum length of segments. Also, limits on
the minimum radius of curves, related to measurement noise variances
could appear.
Future work should investigate the capability to deal with erroneous
maps and the integration with out-of-road movements, and also further
investigate the limitations described in the previous paragraph and find
potential mitigation procedures to overcome them.
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